Greater Manchester Walking City Region

The journey so far

GM Moving ‘the plan for physical activity and sport 2017-2021
Made to Move Walking and Cycling 15 step plan to transform GM
GM’s commitment to becoming the world’s first Daily Mile City Region
Sport England investment including walking and cycling
GM Walking Ambition team in post
GM Walking Festival 2019
GM Walking Voice host Bee Network engagement event
Launch of new GM Walking website

Appointment of the GM Walking & Cycling commissioner
£160 million Mayor’s Challenge Fund to create UK’s largest walking and cycling network
Walking Roundtable hosted by the Ramblers and Living Streets
£2 million investment into the ambition to create a walking city region
GM Walking Voice host a walking engagement event and launch the Walking Ambition
GM Walking Voice response to the consultation on GM’s Spatial Framework
GM Walking Voice response to the updated Bee Network map
GM Walking Voice host Walking Ambition evaluation event

GM Walking Festival 2019
GM Walking Voice host Bee Network engagement event
Launch of new GM Walking website
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**Dec '19**
GM Walking Voice and TfGM sponsor Living Streets’ National Walking Summit 2020 (held in Manchester)

**Mar '20**
GM Walking Voice Membership grows past 400

**Mar '20**
Coronavirus lockdown restrictions begin

**Jun '20**
‘Build Back Better’ event - GreaterSport

**Jun '20**
Community Leadership understanding (via a Landscape Review and Co-Design Process) with Amity, Collaborate Out Loud, and Spark Community

**Jul '20**
‘Safe Streets Save Lives’ campaign: DfT Emergency Active Travel Fund

**Aug '20**
‘The GM Way’ walking campaign launched

**Sep '20**
TfGM secure £1 million London Marathon Trust grant over three years supporting women, children and BAME groups to be active through walking and cycling

**Oct '20**
Consultation opens on GM’s Plan for Homes, Jobs and the Environment (GM Spatial Framework)

**Dec '20**
Voice workshop: walking perspective on the GM Plan for Homes, Jobs and the Environment

GM Walking Grants launched in partnership with Greater Manchester Centre for Voluntary Organisation

GM ‘Mile a Day’ insight and engagement phase

Launch of ‘Walking Champions’ videos and online ‘informal walking’ group resources
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